In order to solve environmental issues, transition form conventional business to environmentally conscious business (Eco-business) is eagerly required. In order to promote Eco-business, it will be effective to support finding out Eco-business ideas. To do so, this paper takes an approach that provides business designer with general rules and prerequisites extracted from existing Eco-businesses. This paper collects 130 examples of Eco-businesses in Japan, investigates and classifies them to develop general guidelines and checklists for success of them. As a result, four customer's values provided by Eco-businesses, eight rules that relates an environmental benefits of the society to the customer's value, and eight rules for reducing business costs are derived. A tool for planning for new eco-business is also proposed.
INTRODUCTION
In order to solve the environmental issues, transition form conventional business to environmentally conscious business (Eco-Business) is eagerly required. We here define Eco-businesses as the businesses that make profit by providing customers with products or services that directly or indirectly result in reduction of environmental loads from the viewpoint of society. Examples of ecobusinesses include closed-loop manufacturing of photocopier, which reutilize recovered components for new production so as to reduce environmental loads throughout their whole life cycles, and product service systems [1] . Some literatures collect these environmental conscious businesses and analyze them [2] [3] [4] . However, these businesses have not been widely spread. The reason of this problem includes the fact that general rules and conditions required for success of these ecobusinesses are not clear. The objective of this study is to propose a design guideline for eco-business strategy, which can be applied to various kinds of eco-businesses in multiple industrial sectors. Specifically, we take an approach that provides business designer with general rules and prerequisites extracted from existing Eco-businesses. In other words, we would like to develop a design support tool like TRIZ [5] in the domain of Eco-business planning. To this end, we have collected and analyzed 130 examples of eco-businesses in Japan and identified success factors indispensable for these businesses. This paper also proposes a tool for supporting a designer for finding out idea for new eco-businesses based on the collected cases and illustrates a design example of new eco-business, which demonstrates power and feasibility of derived rules and our framework.
STRUCTURE OF ECO-BUSINESS
As defined in Section 1, Eco-businesses make profit by providing eco-products or eco-service to the customers. Eco-business includes both business-to-business and business-to-consumer businesses. In order to identify success factors for eco-businesses, we collected 130 examples of eco-businesses in Japan (Table 2 illustrates typical examples). First of all, we extracted common basic structure of ecobusinesses from the examples (see Figure 1 ). As shown in this figure, an eco-business provides products or services for customers and receives money from the customers and customer's value can be classified into the following four kinds:
Cost reduction; e.g., cheaper products and waste treatment with cheaper cost Avoidance of risks; e.g., automobile insurance and end-of-life treatment service Improvement of service quality; e.g., products with higher performance and rental of hybrid automobiles Improvement of image (mainly of companies and their products); e.g., EMS (environment management system) support services 
User

Society
Pay for products/ services Provide products/ services 8 rules for reducing costs So far, there is no difference between the eco-business and general businesses. In other words, we assume that customer's value an eco-business provides is not different from value of the traditional business. The most distinctive feature of the eco-business is the prerequisite that such business should directly or indirectly reduce the environmental loads from the viewpoint of the society. This is the most difficult point in planning a new ecobusiness. In other words, relating reduction of environmental loads to customer's value is the critical path in finding out new eco-business ideas and this research aims at supporting this point; namely, in Figure 1 , finding out economically feasible thick arrows relating reduction of environmental loads of society to customer's value.
rules for increasing profit
Eco-business provider
Customer's-value 
User
Society
This issue is broken down into two sub-problems; namely, finding out the above-mentioned arrows (eco-business ideas) and making the ideas economically feasible (viz., increasing corporate profit and/or reducing corporate costs). In order to extract general rules for solving these two sub-problems, we analyze the collected examples in the following manner. First, we extract potential "stakeholders" in ecobusinesses and potential "eco-business activities" that relate reduction of environmental loads to customer's value (Section 3) We extract success factors that make the potential activities economically feasible; namely, factors for increasing profit and factors for reducing operational costs (Section 4)
POTENTIAL STAKEHOLDERS AND POTENTIAL ACTIVITIES IN ECO-BUSINESS
Potential stakeholders
In order to extract feasible eco-business activities that relate reduction of environmental loads to customer's value, we detailed the basic structure of eco-business ( Figure 1 ) into the relations among stakeholders by focusing inputs and outputs of a customer of an ecobusiness (see Figure 2 ). As shown in this figure, we found the following five potential stakeholders in an ecobusiness.
Figure 2. Relations among stakeholders in an ecobusiness Eco-business provider Eco-business provider is the main stakeholder who operates the eco-business. In many cases, the ecobusiness provider offer their products to its users, but, in some cases, other stakeholders than product provider (e.g., consultancy firms, intermediate agents etc.) can also be eco-business providers. In the former case, the eco-business provider is identical to the product provider and, in the latter case, the eco-business provider is different from the product provider.
（Product） provider
Provider offers products or services to its users. As discussed above, the (product) provider and the ecobusiness provider are not always the same company. For example, Energy Service Company (ESCO), which provides solutions to save electricity to the user (industrial units, hospitals etc.), is not the same company as the provider of electricity (i.e., power company). User User is the customer of the eco-business (and customer of the provider at the same time). Users of the ecobusiness include both of firms and consumers. A user consumes and pays for provided products/services to satisfy its needs or to produce its own products/services for its own user (viz., user's user). At the same time, the user discharges wastes and environmental loads (e.g., emissions to the air and the water) to the society. User's user When the user of the eco-business is a company that offers its products/services to its own users, we should take this user's user into account as a stakeholder of the eco-business. Society In this model, all environmental loads go to the society in the end. All stakeholders are responsible for environmental loads resulting from their activities from the viewpoint of the society. Therefore, we consider the society as a stakeholder of the eco-business.
Potential activities for relating the environmental
benefit to customer's value Among relationships illustrated in Figure 2 , we found out the following seven activities ((I) to (VII) in Figure 2 ) that can relate reduction of environmental loads of society to customer's value. Relationship between these ecobusiness activities and four kinds of customer' value is summarized in the upper part of 
KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR ECO-BUSINESS
In order to make the potential activities, proposed in Section 3, economically feasible; the eco-business provider should increase profit and reduce operational costs of these activities. Analysis of cases of ecobusinesses revealed various key success factors. We summarized them as eight rules for increasing profit and eight rules for reducing costs of eco-business providers in relation with seven eco-business activities presented in section 3.2. Applicability of each rule to seven ecobusiness activities is summarized in the middle and lower part of Table. 1.
General rules for increasing profit
Use one more time Reusable or recyclable goods and energy are sometimes thrown away because of, for instance, too small amount of them to be reused or recycled. If they are used one more time, eco-business providers can make profit for selling these wastes and energy. This rule is effectively applicable to activity (IV) in section 3.2. Examples of this rule are reuse of components, second hand market of recovered products. Servicizing Servicizing [6, 7] refers to selling service or functionality rather than a product. While the product is still owned by an eco-business provider, customers pay for use or maintenance. E-learning and videoconference substituting for transportation are examples of servicizing. This rule is effectively applicable to activities (I) and (V). Timesharing Capacity of products such as personal automobiles and industrial equipment is sometimes under-utilized. By encouraging users to abandon individual ownership, more intensive utilization of products can be realized. This can reduce users' procurement costs and risks for disposal of products. Leasing and rental schemes are examples of this rule. This rule is effectively applicable to activities (II) and (VI). 
Management of hidden bottlenecks
Application of cleaner methods to satisfy customer needs
Applying cleaner products or services to satisfy customer needs can improve environmental performance of products/services directly and improve customer image from the society. Examples of this rule include introduction of green electricity such as photovoltaic power generation. This rule is effectively applicable to activities (I) and (V).
Compliance with the environmental legislation and acquisition of green authentication
Highly compliances with environmental legislation and acquisition of green authentication (e.g., ISO14000 series and eco-labelling) improve user's image from the society. Supporting and consulting these kinds of user's activities are an established area of eco-businesses. This rule is effectively applicable to activity (VII).
Contracting for environmental loads
In our examples, some eco-business providers (e.g., waste disposers and recycling manufacturers) contract for proper treatment of environmental loads (e.g., end of life products) from their customers. This rule is effectively applicable to activity (III).
General rules for reducing costs
From the viewpoint of cost reduction of eco-business providers, following eight rules are derived as a result of R les for increasi profit ules for reducin cost investigations of eco-businesses. Some rules for cost reduction are almost the same as their counterparts in the value-adding rules in Section 4.1. This means that some rules are effective for both of increasing profit and reducing costs at the same time.
Management of life cycles
Proper management and control of product life cycles (especially, after they are sold) can reduce both of environmental loads and costs [9] . Closed-loop manufacturing of one-time use camera is an example of this rule. Expansion of the business scale As in the traditional businesses, expansion of business scale contributes to cost reduction in the eco-businesses. Globalizing of second-hand markets of home appliances and personal computers is an example of this rule.
Reutilization of wastes
When an eco-business provider undertakes waste treatment or product disposal from its customer, reutilizing wastes can reduce the provider's treatment costs.
Utilization of knowledge and information
Highly utilization and sharing of knowledge and information of business processes can increase efficiency of energy and material usage, labour, and capacity of facilities. On one hand, this rule reduces operational costs of eco-business. On the other hand, this rule suggests consultancy businesses that make profit by helping user's cost reduction. "Consultancy service for use of precision instrument oil " in Table 2 is an example of the latter.
Linkage and cooperation among various industries
Related to the rule "Expansion of the business scale," cooperation among various industrial sectors sometimes contributes to reduction of the operational costs. The zero emission concept [10] , which aims at reutilizing wastes from a factory as resources for another factory by organizing industrial clusters, is an example of this rule.
Combining various business values
Providing multiple products/services bundled into a package can reduce the operational costs. Product Service system [1], which is a marketable set of products and services jointly fulfilling user's needs, is an example of this rule.
Technological innovation
Technological innovation such as development of more eco-efficient devices can reduce both of the costs and environmental loads. For example, the cost of Eco-Ice business [11] , which provides electricity with lower price to its costumer, is reduced by developing an effective heat storage technology coupled with cheap electricity during nighttime hours. Outsourcing Because many eco-businesses cover multiple life cycle stages (from cradle to grave), firms cannot execute the entire task by themselves. Therefore, making right outsourcing decision is quite important for cost reduction. And undertakers of the outsourcing can reduce their costs by applying the rule expansion of the business scale. Although this rule is applicable to all activities in section 3.2., application to this rule is observed mainly in (III) and (V) in our examples.
COMPUTER TOOL FOR SUPPROTING IDEA GENERATION OF ECO-BUSINESSES
Based on our analysis of 130 eco-business examples, we have developed a prototype of a computer tool for supporting idea generation of eco-businesses. In order to support the idea generation process, this tool consists of a case base of eco-businesses, a library of the rules of profit generation and cost reduction discussed in Section 4, a working space in the form of Figure 2 , and cost benefit table of each stakeholders. The basic idea of this tool is to support a designer for finding out various ecobusiness ideas by filling out the eco-business template shown in Figure 2 with consulting the case base of existing eco-businesses.
Flow of planning for eco-business
Step 0: Starting A designer starts the idea generation process from scratch or with an existing eco-business case in order to modify it.
Step 1: Identification of customer's value A designer determines user of the business at first, and finds out customer's value to be provided by the ecobusiness provider. After that, a designer identifies main stakeholders involved in the eco-business and describes relationships among them as shown in Figure 2 . Then, by searching through the case base in terms of relationship between four customer's values and seven eco-business activities, a designer determines a set of eco-business activities to be considered in the following step.
Step 2: Idea generation by eco-business case base A designer determines a set of activities to be included in the business and how to implement them by considering applicable rules with referring to the case base. Because the relationship between the activities and the rules are indicated in the template as summarized in Table 1 , the designer easily executes this task. However, some rules are too abstract for a designer to use. Thus, it is effective to search for similar cases from the case base of ecobusiness and to select some as reference cases.
Step 3: Evaluation of eco-business To check feasibility of the derived idea of eco-business, environmental loads from the viewpoint of the society and costs and profit of all stakeholders involved in the ecobusiness should be evaluated. Life cycle assessment (LCA) and life cycle simulation (LCS) [12] technique will be applied as a future issue of this tool development. So far, describing the cost benefit table supports the 
Bicycle rental business (B-station)
Reduction of costs in providing products or services to users
Example: a bicycle rental business at railw the society, are also identified and the relationship among holders a stake re determined as shown in Figure 4 . Customer's value in this business includes of service quality such that a user can ride on/drop off his (or her) bicycle in many stations in this area and reduction of cost since the user does not have to buy a bicycle and pay the parking fee for his or her own bicycle at the station (the parking fee is very expensive in Japan). In order to create these two values, a designer focused on activities (I) and (II).
Idea generation by eco-business case base
For these two activities, a rental scheme is introduced as a basis of the business (applying Servicizing rule in activity (I) and Timesharing rule in activity (II)). As a consequence of freely ride on/drop off service of bicycles, the number varies wider as time proceeds. For solving this problem, transportation of bicycles among stations should be executed. Thus, the dominant cost for realizing this business might be transportation and storage costs of bicycles in this virtual example. To reduce the transportation cost, cooperation and linkage of various industries rule is applied in activity (I) by referring to a similar case of "Recycle at gas stands" in the case base (See table 2 ). B-station company cooperates with a railway company that has many storage places (i.e., railway stations) widely spread in a given area and high transportation capacity by train. Another cost reduction is realized by applying expansion of the business scale rule (i.e., covering more wider area, or more residents) in activity (II). In addition, for reducing the procurement cost of bicycles, we applied use one more time rule (i.e., reuse waste bicycles as bicycles for rent) in activity (IV) by referring to the case "Second hand use of waste home appliances."
Evaluation of the eco-business
The user m reduction in ownership and disposal of bicycles and improvement of service quality of freely ride on/drop off service. Evaluation of the environmental loads might be mor difficult. Elements of environmen reduction of total production volume of bicycles resulting from the rental system and modal shift from automobile to train and bicycle because of higher service quality. On the other hand, environmental loads might slightly increase because of transportation of bicycles among stations. While deeper analysis of this business idea in terms of both of economy and environmental loads is one of our future issues, Life Cycle Simulation (LCS) [12] will be very helpful for finding out economical and environmental conditions to make this business successful.
6 CONCLUSION This paper analyzed 130 examples of eco-businesses in Japan. As a result of the analysis of the examples, we have identified four customer's values directly or indirectly related to reduction of environmental loads o nvironmental load customer's values. In short, successful eco-business means to find out a way to realize these eco-business activities with economical feasibility for both of customers and the eco-business provider. For this purpose, we have derived success factors as two sets of rules; namely, eight rules for increasing profit and eight rules for reducing costs of the eco-business provider.
A prototype tool for supporting idea generation in planning of eco-business by utilizing the case base of ecobusinesses is also proposed and we demonstrated its power through an example of eco-businesses; viz., rental bicycle business at railway stations (B-station Summary: This business provides illumination service to user. Ownership of fluor lamps remains with eco-business provider, and it is responsible for disposal and exchange of fluor lamps at the user premise. Adequate end of life treatment of fluor lamps improves users image and results in reduction of environmental load from the viewpoint of society.
Summary:
Closed-loop manufacturing of one-time use camera, which effectively reutilizes components and materials of collected products from market, reduces cost and environmental load for new production of components.
Summary: Steel manufacture contracts for end of life treatment of waste plastic and utilize it as reductant in blast furnacse. Environmental benefit to society is reduction of waste plastics.
Office equipment maker redesigns its products so that they can be transported by train. Environmental load and transporation cost are reduced through modal shift.
Summary: Car clubs provide paid-for access to electric vehicles to membershipped user. Intensive utilization of electric vehicles and substitution of motor-vehicles for electric vehicles reduce environmental load of society electric vehicles
Summary: ESCO provides energy-saving service through comprehensive management of electricity to users. It reduces environmental load through energy-saving.
ESCO business
Recycling at gas stands Summary: Dominant cost of recycling is collection and storage cost, in general. This business reduces collection cost by cooperating with gas stands. A considerable number of gas stands are widely spread in a given local area, and consumers with end of life products can easily access to them. By utilizing these gus stands, recycling firms collects wastes in lower cost, and consumers who want to dipose of their products also save disposal cost by transporting their products to gas stands by themselves. The benefit to gas stands that provides recycling storage is improvement of their service quality to the customer (collcetion of wastes). 
